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Astrium: part of EADS, a global 
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Experimental validationHarvest of cork bark
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PHENOMENA OVERVIEW & MODEL






















PHENOMENA OVERVIEW & MODEL





















PHENOMENA OVERVIEW & MODEL
Internal Convection Mutual Radiation










Computation of the conductive heat 
transfer in the material:
standard Fourier's law











PHENOMENA OVERVIEW & MODEL
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Boundary layer
Under heating, organic material 
compounds start to degrade:
kinetics of the pyrolysis approached 
by multiple Arrhenius law 
momentum conservation of the 
gaseous products follows Darcy's law 
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Enthalpy of pyrolysis gas supposed 
at thermal and chemical equilibrium 
with charred material
Extrapolation at low 
temperature to keep constant 
endothermal heat of pyrolysis
Using quasi-steady state 
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Boundary layer
Surface material is removed by:
heterogeneous chemical reactions 
(oxydation with temperature 
dependent rate)
Heat of ablation taken into account 
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Boundary layer
Volume expansion generated by:
in-depth structural and chemical 
decomposition initiated by heat 
transfer
internal pyrolysis gas product 
pressure in cork cell
Prismatic cork cells membranes are 
made of 2 main molecules:
Suberin
Lignin
















exchange between the 
2 structural molecules
cells wall become 
more brittle









PHENOMENA OVERVIEW & MODEL
At higher temperature:
cell membrane thickness becomes 
thinner (mass loss)







choice of an Arrhenius kind law for 
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PHENOMENA OVERVIEW & MODEL
Swelling numerically treated by a staggered 
coupling scheme involving :
Amaryllis for the thermal and 
ablative response
Mecano for the mechanical 
response
Supervisor as the interface and the 
synchronisation of the chore modules
Need to implement A.L.E (arbitrary 
Lagrangian Eulerian ) solution in Mecano to 
take into account for the mesh deformation 
(due to ablation) sent by Amaryllis
T,ρ,   ,P,X exchange at every time step and 
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EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION




Max cold wall heat flux: ~500 kw/m2
Duration : ~ 80 s 
Inner face thermocouple
Inductive plasma torch: Comete
Stagnation point configuration





















































T=0 s T=22 s T=74 s T=100 s
Post-test direct 
measurements
Specimen sheet before test
Specimen sheet after test
Final thickness
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EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

































T=0 s T=150 sT=45 s












Strong lagged swelling effect on thickness
Recession
Expansion
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EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION








Specimen before test Specimen after test
Cross section:
Charred, pyrolysis and 
virgin layer
Top view of the sample 
at thermocouple plug 
location


























M easures Laser A




















Laser tracked surface motion
Due to high convective exchange coefficient, 
recession is dominating expansion
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION















































































































Optimization of the ablation law, and the swelling 
Arrhenius law parameters to fit the surface motion, 
density gradient and thermal thermocouple history 
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CONCLUSION
New development in Amaryllis and Mecano were 
successfully applied to model the behavior of a cork 
based Thermal Protection Material including:
conductive heat transfer
chemical decomposition (pyrolysis) kinetics and energy
chemical and mechanical ablation
thermally-generated volume swelling
For cork based material, ablation and swelling 
cannot be dissociated in model rebuilding. Lagged 
effects of swelling must be considered for checking 
the reliability of post-test direct measurements
Samcef modules enable full coupling between 
thermal, thermo-chemical and mechanical response
various industrial issues when coupled thermal and mechanical 
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CONCLUSION & FUTURE
Future model will focus on 2D orthotropic swelling 
material properties
Design a specific instrumentation for in-depth 
characterization of swelling phenomena
Astrium
Norcoat Liege
Phenomena overview 
and model:
Experimental validation
Numerical simulation
Conclusion
Tempe
rature 
field Density field
